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GRAND MASTER  Rabbi   
RELIGIOUS ADVISER  Sex Change  
HASH CASH   Smooth Ride   0422 805 565  
HASH NERD   Big Foot   0418 445 530  
HARE RAISER  Jake the Peg   0492 065 565 
HASH BOOZE   Cheesecake   0432 386 147 
HASH CAT’S PISS   Struc Fuq   0412 521 032  
SONG MISTRESS  Flower    0408 706 641  
HASH FLASH   Raw Liver  
HASH RECYCLER   Overproof  
 
It is a truth universally acknowledged that the hash trash never lies. What you are about to 
read either has happened, is happening now, or will happen at some time in the future (or 
nearly, anyway). 
  

Trash Run # 2259 
. 

A rather luscious group gathered to brave Overproof and Heartstarters wet bush run previously 
made famous for their storm magnetising powers. Disappointingly, the only body parts that got 
wet were our feet. 
 
In honor of rememberance day, the trail delivered the hashers to pause and reflect at the local 
Anzac memorials and the attending service men and women received their honorary toasts. 
 
Jake the Peg was congratulated on his promotion to hash flasher, not based on merit! 
 
Just Clacker was praised for achieving his diploma of sarcasm following his reply to Hawkeye’s 
pleasant email request to be removed from the mailing list. 
 
Overproof charged Pleasure Island for complaining about getting too much bush and that she 
just could not handle any more. 
 



Killer presented one set of dummies to Sex Change for not cumming on time and not wearing 
appropriate hash regulation protection.  
 
Heartstarter reluctantly gave up the big prick / butt plug to Pleasure Island for trying to bribe 
Overproof while he had his pants down. She also released her dummies to Smoothride for 
being distressed about the cat’s piss not arriving within her expected timeframe. 
 
Ryvita wanted to know why Jake had wet pants … I vaguely recall some mumbling about Ned’s 
sweat. 
 
Sex Change begrudgingly received the grub shirt, now made ultra-grubby following Pounder’s 
insistence on clogging up his crack with it. 
 
Sex Change presented romantic poetry to his beloved Ten Fingers and Rabbi … 
 
 
Next week’s run is hared by Chunda at 42 Sheehan St, Kallangur 

 
 
 

 

 

 


